• Quantitative semblance analysis undertaken for diffraction hyperbolae in common 4 offset data.
Introduction
There are numerous and varied methods employed by forensic search teams to compaction (Vaughan, 1986) ; however, archaeological graves can be associated 1 with monumental and/or ceremonial features, which are more readily detected.
2
While the clandestine burial lacks any monumental features, organic remains are 3 often present and the burial is typically shallow. As such, while archaeological 4 survey methodologies may be replicated in forensic searches, the style and 5 composition of the grave and its contents vary between the two settings. 14 However, the assessment of GPR results has largely been visual, qualitative and/or 15 subjective (Pringle et al., 2012b) . This contrasts with a recent example of resistivity 16 analysis, in which an objective and quantitative approach to characterising electrical In this study, we develop a semblance-based method to quantify the assessment of 20 a time-lapse archive of GPR observations from a simulated clandestine burial site.
21
Semblance analysis, familiar for applications to data in the common midpoint (CMP) 22 domain, is novelly? adapted to 2D profiles of common offset GPR data. We 23 demonstrate that the peak magnitude of semblance response can be used as an 24 indicator of signal-to-noise ratio, which in turn describes the underlying target 1 reflectivity. We then consider the implications of semblance responses for the 2 interpretation of real data. 
Methods

5
Here, we describe the existing archive of pre-recorded GPR data, and describe the 6 use of semblance analysis as a quantitative assessment tool. control. One pig cadaver was left naked (termed the 'naked-pig grave') and the 22 second was wrapped in a porous tarpaulin (termed the 'wrapped-pig grave') (see Representative time-lapse profiles acquired over the wrapped-pig grave are shown 1 in Figure 1 , the full suite of which is later supplied to semblance analysis for 2 additional characterisation. The response to the wrapped-pig burial was a diffraction 3 hyperbola, typically prominent throughout the survey period for all antenna 4 frequencies acquired. Table 1 . Acquisition and relevant parameters for GPR antennae used in this study. 1 2 Semblance is commonly applied in seismic and GPR velocity analysis routines (see, 
Semblance as a measure of data quality
where x is the source-receiver offset, t 0 is the travel-time to that base at x = 0, and
11
V ST is termed 'stacking velocity', a near-offset approximation to root-mean-square into Equation (1).
18
However, the data considered in this study were profiles of common offset (CO) data 19 and the responses to be analysed in semblance analysis were diffraction, rather than 20 reflection, hyperbolae. As such, the NMO equation was reconfigured for diffraction 21 trajectories in the CO profile, such that travel-time, t(x), was approximated as:
with x redefined as the position along a profile, x 0 as the surface position vertically values into Equation (2), semblance is therefore measured along trajectories 4 corresponding to diffraction hyperbolae in the GPR profile.
6
In addition to the objective definition of a subsurface velocity distribution from 7 diffraction hyperbolae (as opposed to subjective curve-fitting), the semblance 8 statistic could also provide an objective measure of data quality in terms of velocity 9 resolution and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Assuming that the only changes within a 10 time-lapse dataset are related to subsurface processes, and not environmental ones
11
(e.g., ambient noise level), the changing semblance response could provide a proxy 12 for the evolving reflectivity of the target and/or its detectability against background 13 noise levels.
15
The relationship between signal-to-noise ratio and semblance-derived parameters 16 was explored for synthetic GPR data (Fig. 2a) , simulated using GprMax (see it will be visible in an increasingly narrow aperture around the diffraction hyperbola, 16 and therefore display less travel-time moveout. We simulated this effect in Figure   17 3b by reducing the semblance aperture across which the synthetic data were The half-width of semblance peaks spans a narrower range of stacking velocity (i.e., improved resolution) for hyperbolae perceived across a wider aperture, 7 corresponding to a longer travel-time moveout. Characteristics of the semblance response were used to quantify the assessment of 12 GPR data quality. For all data analysed, we recorded: While quantifying the assessment of GPR data quality, any systematic variation in 1 these quantities could also be diagnostic of some decompositional process acting on 2 the burials, or a change in the local overburden. temporal sampling interval of the input data (see Table 1 ). The semblance analysis 12 window also spanned an interval equivalent to one temporal sample, to give the over the graves one year after their creation (the '12 MTH' set of profiles in Fig. 1) , 5 was repeated for all profiles in the study. The hyperbolic curves which overlie the Although the 2D profiles were acquired over the same target, each hyperbola 13 expressed a different stacking velocity and travel-time. This effect was partly 14 attributable to effects of target geometry (i.e., the size of the target scattered different 15 components of each frequency-limited wavelet), but also to the incorrect assumption 16 in Equation (2) this was not deemed to significantly affect the data shown here. spring, July-September for summer, and November-December for autumn). (Fig. 7) .
16
In contrast to V ST , semblance magnitudes exhibited reductions (~5-10%) in spring 17 and summer compared to their values in autumn and winter, potentially suggesting 18 that the reflectivity of the wrapped-pig burial is weakest when the soil was driest (i.e., (Table 1) were also not found to be 6 problematic in detecting the target burial. likely impedes the forensic application of GPR semblance analysis to date a burial. alternatively, obtain the zero-offset response from the CO profile by the application of 11 dip moveout (DMO) methods (e.g. see Jakubowicz, 1990) . In this way, semblance-12 derived parameters would be more interpretable in terms of the underlying physical 13 properties of the subsurface and, potentially, the geometry of the burial. 
